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Compatible with new USB-C MacBooks, this single hub adds USB-A, SD, and microSD ports to your MacBook, giving it
significantly more flexibility, from charging other devices, to sending 5k video out.. If you're looking for a hub that will stay at
your desk, the Anker 10-port hub is probably your best bet.
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If there is one complaint that people have against the supremely impressive Apple MacBooks, it is that the number of USB ports
are not sufficient.. Jul 11, 2012 Question: Q: Looking for a good USB hub for my iMac I'm getting tired of unplugging and
plugging in my peripherals, so I need to get a USB hub.
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$43 at AmazonPortable option: Anker slim USB 3 0 hubExtend your MacBook's capabilities by adding hub from HomeSpot. 
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Thankfully, hubs are available to increase your port count; here are the best available now.. Staff choiceThis slim hub doesn't
require an external power source; you simply plug it into a USB port on your computer or laptop, and you're ready to go..
BestUSB 3 0 HubsWindows Central2019Whether it's charging devices, transferring photos, or connecting peripherals, almost
everything seems to need a USB port.. It also has three dedicated ports for charging, all rated at 2 1 amps, which will keep your
favorite devices juiced.. Adds 10 ports: Anker USB 3 0 hubEditor's pickThe Anker 10-port hub has seven USB 3.. It’s not
unusual for a home user to have a USB-based keyboard, mouse, printer, scanner, and memory card readers, as well as
charging/syncing cables for iPods, phones, e-book readers and other portable devices.. MacBook Air and MacBook Pro have
only two USB ports, and while this may be enough for most people, there are many who feel that a few more ports would have
been better.. Anyone have a suggestion for one that will work well with my iMac, and not cost a ton.. Of course, your computer
or laptop only comes with so many built-in ports, which can make you feel like you're in some sort of USB desert. 773a7aa168 
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